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Abstract
According to the key used, cryptography can be divided into two, namely: symmetric
cryptography and asymmetric cryptography, each of which has advantages and
disadvantages. The selection of a symmetric cryptographic algorithm can perform the
encryption process in a short time, but the key security is less secure so it must be
changed frequently. While asymmetric cryptography is the opposite, the security of key
distribution can be overcome but the data encryption process is slower. The coding
process in this study uses two cryptographic algorithms, namely the Vigenere Cipher
algorithm as an example of the symmetric algorithm and the RSA (Rivest Shamir
Adleman) algorithm which is an example of an asymmetric algorithm. The purpose of this
research is to calculate and implement so that it can be applied to overcome the
weaknesses that occur from the two types of cryptography. The hybrid cryptosystem
coding method is always used to overcome the weaknesses of the two cryptographs. The
results show that there is an increase in security in encryption because there will be two
encodings, namely message encoding with the Vigenere Cipher cryptographic algorithm
and key coding with the RSA cryptographic algorithm. Besides, there is an increase in the
time in the encryption and decryption process. From the results of the research, it takes
424 milliseconds in the encryption process and 335 milliseconds for the decryption
process with 59,400 characters. A hybrid cryptosystem coding method using a
combination of Vigenere Cipher and RSA can be implemented to increase text security
and increase speed in the encryption process.
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1. Introduction
There are several arts of securing data through a channel, one of which is
cryptography. Cryptography is a technique of securing and guaranteeing the authenticity
of data which consists of two processes, namely encryption and decryption [1]. In
cryptography, highly confidential data will be encrypted in such a way that even if the
data is stolen by unauthorized parties, they cannot find out the real data, because the data
they steal is data that has been encrypted. The original data to be sent and in cryptography
as plaintext, and the data that has been encoded is called ciphertext
Cryptography aims to maintain the confidentiality of the information contained in the
data so that unauthorized parties cannot find out the information. Cryptographic algorithm
designers are called cryptographers [2].
Based on the keys used for encryption and decryption, cryptography can be divided
into symmetric-key cryptography and asymmetric-key cryptography. Each of them has its
advantages and disadvantages. Symmetric cryptographic algorithm is designed so that the
encryption process requires a short time. The weakness is that the security of the lock is
less secure and the key must be changed frequently. While asymmetric cryptography is on
the contrary, security issues in key distribution can be overcome, but the encryption and
decryption process of data is generally slower because encryption and decryption use
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large numbers and involve large power operations and the size of the ciphertext is larger
than plaintext [3].
To overcome the weaknesses of the two types of cryptography, a hybrid cyptosystem
coding method is used. Hybrid cryptosystem is a technique that uses several different
ciphers to take advantage of their respective advantages. A hybrid cryptosystem is built
using two divider cryptosystems, namely the public key and the symmetric key[4]. In a
hybrid cryptosystem, files are secured using a symmetric algorithm and symmetric keys
are secured using an asymmetric algorithm [1].
The reasons for overcoming the weaknesses of the two types of key cryptography are
weak data security and the slow encryption decryption process, so research is needed by
combining the Vigenere Cipher algorithm, one example of symmetric key cryptography
and RSA, one example of symmetric key cryptography with the hybrid cryptosystem
method, so that from a combination of the two types of cryptographic algorithms It is
hoped that this will result in a high level of security but fast in the encryption and
decryption process [5].

2. Literature Review
The purpose of this research is to analyze through the results of calculations and
implement the results of these calculations to overcome the weaknesses that occur from
the two types of cryptography. The hybrid cryptosystem coding method is always used to
overcome the weaknesses of the two cryptographs. Hybrid cryptography is often used
because it takes advantage of the advantages of data processing speed by a symmetric
algorithm and the ease of key transfer using an asymmetric algorithm. This results in
increased speed without compromising comfort and safety.
Hybrid cryptographic algorithms are algorithms that utilize two levels of keys, namely
the secret key (symmetrical) - also known as the session key - for data encryption and the
secret key pair - the public key for digital signatures and protecting the symmetrical key
[6].
The coding process in this study uses two cryptographic algorithms, namely the
Vigenere Cipher algorithm as an example of the symmetric algorithm and the RSA
(Rivest Shamir Adleman) algorithm which is an example of an asymmetric algorithm.
The choice of Vigenère Cipher is based on the fact that the Vigenère Cipher is the best
example of a compound-alphabet cipher and is very well known for being easy to
understand and implement [3]. However, the Vigenère Cipher cryptography is no longer
secure, several methods of attacking the Vigenère Cipher cipher have revealed this code
weakness. The cipher analysis proposed by Friedrich Kasiski called the Kasiski test in
1963 against the Vigenère Cipher cipher could unravel the key length and subsequently
unravel the key value of the Vigenère Cipher key [7]. While the selection of the RSA
algorithm as an asymmetric key cryptography is because of the many public-key
cryptographic algorithms that have been made, the most popular algorithm is the RSA
algorithm. This algorithm performs factoring of very large numbers. For these reasons
RSA is considered safe. To generate two keys, two large random prime numbers are
selected[6]. The weakness of RSA is seen when a small encryption exponent is used to
send the same message to different recipients [8].
To enrich the material to be discussed, references to previous research are needed.
Previous research serves to analyze and enrich the discussion of research, and to
differentiate it from the research that is currently being carried out. In this case, two
previous national research journals related to the author's research are included, these
journals include :
1. Research entitled "Implementation of Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA)
Cryptographic Algorithms and Vigenere Cipher on 8 Bit Bitmap Images", was
investigated by Andro Alif Rakhman and Achmad Wahid Kurniawan in the national
journal TechnoCom Vol. 14, No. 2, May 2015: 122-134, describes security using two
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types of cryptographic combination symmetric and asymmetric types. The method
used in this study is to combine the Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) and Vigenere
Cipher cryptographic algorithms on the color index value of each pixel. using a
combination of the Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) and Vigenere Cipher algorithms to
secure the image. The image to be used is a bitmap file with a pixel depth of 8 bits.
The image will be processed by encrypting the RGB color index value on each pixel
using the RSA cryptographic algorithm first, then continued by using the Vigenere
Cipher algorithm. Meanwhile, the decryption stage is carried out using the Vigenere
Cipher algorithm first and then using the RSA cryptographic algorithm [9].
The advantage of this journal heme is that security is used on images and has been
proven by software. The weakness of the coding process does not use schematic
diagrams so that it is difficult to understand the series of work, especially for readers
who do not understand cryptography. The research equation that the authors do is both
using two types of cryptography of the symmetric and asymmetric types, only the
difference is that the author uses a different method, namely Hybrid Cryptosystem,
there is an encryption and message decryption process in Vegenare Ciphter
cryptography and the encryption and key decryption process in key cryptography
occurs in cryptography RSA.
2. The research entitled "Combination of Caesar Cipher Algorithm and RSA
Algorithm for Securing Document Files and Text Messages", was investigated by
Indra Gunawan at the National Journal of InfoTekJar Vol. 2, No. 2, March 2018: 124129, describes security using two types of symmetric cryptographic combinations,
namely Caesar and asymmetric, namely RSA. The combination of the Caesar cipher
with the RSA algorithm works by encrypting the message first with the Caesar cipher,
then the results of the message (ciphertext) are re-encrypted using the RSA algorithm,
so that the statistical appearance of the message cannot be detected [10].
The advantages of this journal theme are security used on files and have been proven
by software. The weakness of the coding process does not use schematic diagrams so
that it is difficult to understand the series of work, especially for readers who do not
understand cryptography. The research equation that the authors do is both using two
types of cryptography of the symmetric and asymmetric types, only the difference is
that the author uses a different method, namely Hybrid Cryptosystem, there is an
encryption and message decryption process in Vegenare Ciphter cryptography and the
encryption and key decryption process in key cryptography occurs in cryptography.
RSA.

3. Research Methodology
The coding method used in this study uses a Hybrid Cryptosystem using a combination
of the Vigenere Cipher Algorithm which is an example of symmetric cryptography and
the RSA Algorithm which is an example of asymmetric cryptography
The scheme for the development of the Hybrid Cryptosystem algorithm before the
calculation process can be seen in the following figure:
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To simplify the encryption and decryption process in the Hybrid Cryptosystem
algorithm development and key generation, it is divided into 4 streams:
1. Message encryption process flow - sender
2. Message-recipient decryption process flow
3. The flow of the public key encryption process - sender
4. Private key decryption process flow – recipient
3.1. Message Encryption Process Flow – Sender
In the message encryption process, the readable text (plaintext) ABCDE is encrypted
by the Vigenere Cipher Symmetric Algorithm using the XYZ key, the result is in the form
of FGHIJ ciphertext encoded text which will be sent to the recipient later.
The flow of the message-sender encryption process can be seen in Figure 2.

3.2. Message-Recipient Decryption Process Flow
The FGHIJ ciphertext is the result of encryption by the Vigenere Cipher Encryption
Algorithm, then decrypted by the Vigenere Decryption Symmetric Algorithm using the
XYZ key, the result of the RSA algorithm key description results in ABCDE plaintext
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that can be read by the recipient. The process flow of the recipient's message decryption
can be seen in Figure 3.

3. 3. The Flow Of The Public Key Encryption Process – Sender
The XYZ key is encrypted using the RSA Asymmetric Algorithm with the RSA public
key generating an RST key which will later be sent to the recipient.
The flow of the RSA public key encryption process can be seen in Figure 4.:

3.4. Private Key Decryption Process Flow – Recipient
The Vigenere key has been secured encrypted using the RSA Asymmetric Algorithm
with the RSA private key generating the Vigenere key. Then the key is decrypted using a
private RSA key, then the Vignere key is generated which is used to generate the
Vigenere Cipher Decryption Symmetric Algorithm. The process flow of the recipient's
private key decryption can be seen in Figure 5.
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To prove the correctness of the method used, an analysis of the combination of the two
types of cryptography Vigenere Cipher and RSA is carried out, then the calculation is
carried out until finally the results of the calculations performed show that the message
and key sent must be the same as the message and key received. Figure 6. shows a
schematic image of the correct calculation results, so that the method used can be
implemented in programming form.

4. Result and Discussion
4.1. Finding
In this discussion, the calculation results of the coding process from the combination of
the Vigenère Cipher and RSA algorithms will be implemented in software, with the
software being easier to test the coding results. Because a laptop device is used to affect
the speed of the encryption process, the specifications of the laptop are as follows:
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a) Using the Windows 7 Operating System and VB.Net Ver Programming Software.
2010.
b) Supporting hardware: Laptop Toshiba Satellite L645 Core I3 processor with a
speed of 2.3 GHz, 2 GB RAM memory, 160 GB hard disk.
The following is a display of the output of a combination of the Vigenère Cipher and
RSA algorithms. After the program is run, the main form will appear as shown in Figure
7. Then in the main form we can choose to process the encryption there is an Encryption
form as shown in Figure 8. and the decryption process as shown in Figure 9.
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Then we will test the results of the calculations we have done before, by implementing
them in the software. To perform the encryption process on the main menu select
Encryption, then we enter 2 prime numbers P = 47 and Q = 23 and (n) = 1012 then enter
the Private Key d = 893, N = 1081 and the Public Key e = 17 and N = 1081. Then enter
a text message on the Plaintext: POLGAN tab and enter the key in Plaintext: BDF. To
perform the encryption process, select the Encrypt button, you will see the results of the
QRQHDS ciphert text for the text and the ciphert text 1,660,38, the key, as shown in
Figure 10.

Then to do the decryption process, select the Decryption tab on the main menu. Enter
the Private Key d = 893 and N = 1081, then enter the QRQHDS ciphert text for text and
ciphert text 1,660,38, key, finally select Decryption, the text message will return to the
POLGAN plaint text and BDF key, as shown in Figure 11.

The result of the implementation is correct if the message text and the key in the plaint
text when encrypted will then be encrypted and will be decrypted again, then the result
must be the same as the previous text message and key.
4.2. Discussion
In this discussion, we will simulate some text messages and keys to get a graph for the
time required for encryption and decryption.
In this research, it is practiced that the key given with the POLGAN character and the
length of the text message character is different from the lowest to the highest, it will be
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seen. the time it takes to perform the encryption and decryption process varies with
character length, see table 1

If we want to see the graph from table 1. above, a graph will be generated with the
time required for the encryption and decryption process as shown in Figure 12. and 13.
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In the graphs in Figures 12 and 13. We can see that the time required for the
encryption and decryption process depends on the variety of text messages given, the
greater the number of text characters given, the greater the time required for the
encryption and decryption process. Then the time required for the encryption process is
longer than the decryption process. Then in this research it is also practiced with a
different case where the length of the text message characters is the same as many as
54,400 characters, while the key given is different by taking the example of a simulated
GANESHA key from the smallest letter to the largest letter, see table 2.

If we want to see the graph from table 2. above, you will see a graph with the time
required for the encryption and decryption process as shown in Figure 14. and 15.
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In the graphs in Figures 14 and 15. We can see that the time required to perform the
encryption and decryption process varies, it will produce varying speeds in the
encryption process and in the decryption process with varying times the increase is
unstable.

5. Conclusion
Based on the discussion and calculation process in the analysis above, the following
conclusions can be drawn:
a) Text message processing time is affected by the character length of the key and
text message. The longer the key given, the longer the encryption process takes
place.
b) Data security includes being on the side of the lock, the longer the key character
the longer it takes to crack it.
c) The encryption process time takes longer when compared to the time of the
decryption process, this is because in the encryption process there is a key
formation process in the Vigenera Cipher and RSA as well as the encryption
process both in Vigenere Cipher, Vigenère Cipher and RSA, all of which require
a fairly complex calculation. Different from the decryption process which focuses
only on the decryption,
d) The hybrid crtptosystem method by combining the Vigenere Cipher algorithm
and RSA can speed up the encryption and decryption process and increase better
security on text messages.
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